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Following the pioneering work of Quillen [21, 221, there 
recent interest in studying the spectrum of the cohomology 
group z and the support within this spectrum of the cohomology modules 
of n-modules. In this paper, we extend these studies to restricted Lie 
algebra cohomology. As the reader will see, we have provided many of the 
restricted Lie algebra analogues of theorems for finite groups in the case 
that the Lie algebra is p-unipotent. For example, we prove the analogue of 
the Avrunin-Scott theorem [3] concerning the effect of restriction to a 
sub-Lie algebra upon the support of the cohomology module, as 
analogues of various results of Carlson [7] on the connecte 
realizability of cohomology varieties. 
For the reader’s convenience, we summarize some of the properties of 
restricted Lie algebras and their enveloping algebras in Section 1. 
structures satisfy many of the basic properties of finite groups an 
group rings, enabling our study of cohomology to proceed along similar 
lines. Unfortunately, one basic property of the cohomology of finite groups 
eludes us in the case of restricted Lie algebras, that of transfer with respect 
to a restricted subalgebra. Transfer permits the stu y of the cohomology of 
an arbitrary finite group using nilpotent groups by restriction to p-Sylow 
subgroups. In the case of restricted Lie algebras, we treat the restricted Lie 
algebra analogue of nilpotent groups (namely, p-unipotent Lie algebras) 
but have been unable to extend most of our results to more general 
restricted Lie algebras. 
oth authors were partially supported by the National Science Fonndation. 
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This paper is structured as follows. Section 1 presents a brief exposition 
of restricted Lie algebras and their cohomology. In Section 2, we generalize 
to p-unipotent Lie algebras “Carlson’s Conjecture” by giving a criterion in 
terms of the support of the cohomology module of those restricted sub- 
algebras on which a given module is injective. We also provide a descrip- 
tion of the cohomology variety of a simple Lie algebra in terms of the 
cohomology algebras of unipotent sub Lie algebras. In Section 3, we study 
rudimentary geometric properties of cohomology varieties and support 
subvarieties, frequently finding it necessary to restrict our attention to p- 
unipotent Lie algebras. We outline in Section 4 the modifications necessary 
to carry over to restricted Lie algebras the results of Carlson mentioned 
above. Finally, Section 5 presents some of the many questions we have not 
answered: we hope that some readers will find these questions sufficiently 
challenging to attract their efforts. 
Following the convention established in the study of the cohomology of 
finite groups, the afline variety associated to a finitely generated com- 
mutative algebra A over an algebraically closed field will be taken to be the 
local ringed space of maximal ideals and regular functions modulo 
nilpotents. Thus, the “variety” of A is contravariantly equivalent to 
A/rad A. 
We are pleased to acknowledge conversations with Leonard Scott and 
Dave Benson who have stimulated our interest in this subject. Both 
authors gratefully thank I.H.E.S. for its hospitality. 
1. RESTRICTED LIE ALGEBRAS 
This section offers a brief exposition of restricted Lie algebras, providing 
definitions and examples. The informed reader will find nothing new here 
and should proceed forthwith to Section 2. The reader accustomed to finite 
groups together with their group algebras should be reassured that restric- 
ted Lie algebras together with their restricted enveloping algebras satisfy 
many similar properties. 
Throughout this paper, we shall consider a fixed algebraically closed 
field k of positive characteristic p. We reserve the notation (- )” for the 
linear k-dual, Hom,( -, k). For a k-vector space V and integer n, denote by 
I/‘“’ the (twisted) k-space obtained by making scalars CE k act on V by 
multiplication by cp-“. All Lie algebras will be assumed to be finite dimen- 
sional over this field k. We recall that such a Lie algebra 9 is said to be 
restricted (sometimes also called p-restricted) if the Lie bracket operation 
[-, -]:fxgz+gz is supplemented with an additional operation 
( )IP1 : g + 9 called restriction which satisfies the following formal axioms 
satisfied by the pth power map on gd, = End(k@“, kO”): 
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(i) For all c E k, XE pT (cX)[~I = cPxCP3. 
(ii) For all XE~, ad xcP3 = (ad x)“. 
(iii) Let 8,~~ ,..,, &-I,/ ,... be the Bower central series for 9 
and let X, YES. Then, (X+ Y)cp7-Xrp1- Ycpl=~O<i~Ps,(X, Y): 
where js,(X, Y) E# is defined to be the coe~cie~t of tie1 in 
(ad(tX+ Y))P-‘(X). 
Condition (iii) is equivalent to the condition that t e natural inclusion 
9 --f U(p) sends (X+ Y)cpl -Xcpl - Ycpl EP to (X-t Y)p-Xp- PE U(g) 
(cf. [ 19 ] ). Here U( 8) denotes the universal enveloping algebra of 8. 
The concept of a restricted Lie algebra is of course very classical (cf. 
[S, 11, 191)~ According to [19, V, Theorem 1 I]? a Lie algebra 9 is restric- 
ted (in possibly several ways) if and only if the derivation (ad x)” is inner 
for each XE~. When confusion seems unlikely, we shall often employ the 
simpler notation ( )” for ( )cPJ. 
(1.1) EFINITION. Let 9 be a restricted Lie algebra (always assumed to 
be finite dimensional over k). The restricted emeloping algebra V(p) cfg is 
the quotient algebra 
V(g) = Q)I(X [p’ - x@p, xg Y- Y@ x- [X, Y] ) 
of the tensor algebra T(g) of 9 by the ideal generated y elements of the 
form Xcp7 - Xop with XE~ and X@ Y- Y@X- [ Y] with X, YE 9 
(and thus a quotient of the universal enveloping algebra U(g) sf 8). A 
restricted g-module is a module for V(p): in other words, a pmodule on 
which Xrpl acts as the pth iterate of X for any XE~. The cohomology 
groups M*( V(y), M) of V(p) with coefficients in a restricte 
are defined to be the cohomology of the supplemented algebra V((g) with 
coefficients in M [S, Xl]. 
The restricted enveloping algebra V(g) of a restricted Lie alge 
algebra of dimension pdimy over k. Moreover, the ~r~m~tive~y generate 
Hopf algebra structure on T(g) induces a Hopf alge ra structure on V(g) 
which is cocommutative with antipode given by sen ng X6zg to -X. As 
algebras of finite groups, this implies that V(g) is a Frobenius 
IS]. In particular, a V(p)-module is projective if and only if it is 
In contrast to group algebras, V(g) need not be a symmetric 
algebra; moreover, V(y) is primitively generate 
group-like elements. 
) EXAMPLE. Let G = Spec A be an affine k-grou 
e(G) to be the restricted Lie algebra of left invar 
th restriction given by sending a derivation to its pth 
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G c G&(k), then ( )rpl: 9 + 9 is given by sending XE g c &,, to Xp. The 
k-group scheme G = Spec A is said to be infinitesimal if it is connected and 
if A is finite dimensional over k[ll, 11.4.7.11. The height of such an 
infinitesimal group scheme is the least integer IZ such that the p”-th power 
of the augmentation ideal of A is 0. The correspondence g H Spec( V(p)#) 
with inverse G (--r Lie(G) defines an equivalence of categories between the 
category of restricted Lie algebras and the category of afline group schemes 
of height < 1 (cf. [ 11, 11.7.4.21). Because a rational G-module for the aftine 
group scheme G = Spec A is by definition a comodule for A, the category 
of restricted g-modules is equivalent to the category of rational 
G = Spec( F’(g) # )-modules. 
An example of particular interest to us is the case in which G is a simple 
algebraic group, U is the unipotent radical of some parabolic subgroup of 
G, and u = Lie(U). Then a is an example of a p-unipotent Lie algebra: a 
restricted Lie algebra with the property that every element XE u is 
annihilated by some iterate of the restriction map ( )cP1: tl -+ a. If the 
Coxeter number h(G) of G is at most p, then the restriction map is trivial 
(i.e., the O-map) on U. 
The canonical quotient map U(f) -+ V(f) from the universal enveloping 
algebra to the restricted enveloping algebra of a restricted Lie algebra 9 
induces a map ’ 
for any restricted g-module M. The more familiar groups H*(p M) are 
computed using the Koszul complex [17, VII.21. In particular, 
H’(g, M) = 0 for j > dim 8, implying that all positive degree elements of 
H*(p, k) are nilpotent in sharp contrast with the cohomology of finite 
groups or restricted Lie algebras. 
We summarize in the following proposition some general properties of 
H*( V(g), M) demonstrated by the authors in [ 16, Sect. 11. 
(1.3) PROPOSITION. Let 9 be a restricted Lie algebra and M a restricted 
g-module. 
(a) Ifp > 2, then there exists a first quadrant spectral sequence 
E;“,“(M)= SM(8#)(l)OAn(g#)OM~HZm+n(I/(g), M), 
where S*(p#) is the symmetric algebra on g# given cohomological degree 2 
and A*(,“) is the exterior algebra on f# given cohomological degree 1. 
Moreover, E:“,“(M) = S”(~#)(‘)@ H*(g, M), d, has bidegree (r, 1 - r), and 
d, = 0 for r odd. Finally, { E,*a *(M)} is a differential graded module over the 
differential graded algebra {ET,*(k)} for 1 d r < co. 
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(b) If p = 2, then the analogous spectral sequence degenerates so that 
*(V(f), M) can be computed as the cohomology sf a complex 
(S*(,#)(“@M, dM) which is a finite, graded deferential module over the 
complex (S*(g#)(l), dk) computing H*( V(f), k) (where g# is given 
cohomological degree 1, in contrast to the case p > 2). 
(c) For M finite dimensional, H*( V(g), M) is a ~oether~a~ 
H*( V(p), k)-module. 
The following definition introduces the analogues for restricte 
algebras of geometric structures associated to finite groups (e.g.% 
We employ Hev( V(f), k) to denote the commutative ring of even 
sional cohomology classes of H*( V(g), k). 
EFINITION. Let g be a restricted Lie algebra and a finite 
dimensional restricted g-module. The cohomology variety 1~ 1 of 9 is the 
afine variety associated to H’“( V(g), k)‘-“. (See (1.7) below.) 
So defined, / 9 / is an afline algebraic variety over k: a closed (not 
necessarily irreducible) conical subset of affine space over k given as 
the zeros of certain homogeneous polynomial equations. The support 
subvariety 1 g/ W is the support in 191 of the H”(V(g), k)’ “-module 
H”( V(g), MO lw+)‘-‘1: 
ecause @( V(g), M@ M# ) = 8 if and only if M= 0, we conclude that 
j9.l is empty if and only if M=O. Since H*(V(f), M@M#) is a gra 
module over the graded ring Hey( V(g), k), the support variety I 
is a closed, conical subvariety of (91. Observe that (~1~ is containe 
in the union of the supports of the F”(V(p), k)‘-“-modules 
H*( V(g), M@ L)‘- ” as L runs over representatives of the irreducible 
restricted g-modules, because MO M# admits a ~‘(~)-~ltratio~ 
M @ L. In fact, 
l$AA4= u SuPP(H*(V(g), MOL)‘--“) 
where the union is indexed by irreducible restricted f-modules L: 
the action of H*(V(y), k) = Ext&,,(k, k) on H*(V(g), 
Ext&,,(L#, M) factors through the algebra homomorphism 
---f Ext&,,(M,M) ‘v H*(V(‘(B),M@M#), so that Supp(H*(V((g) 
c Supp(N*( V(f), MO M#)(-I)). In the above description of IpI,,,,,, it is 
necessary to consider only those V(g)-modules L occurring as composition 
factors of M#. 
Exactly as for cohomology of finite groups, we have the foilow’ 
criterion for injectivity of a V(g)-module. This criterion is typical of 
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results we seek, in that it relates a module-theoretic property to a statement 
concerning cohomology. 
(1.5) PROPOSITION. Let gz be a restricted Lie algebra and M # 0 a finite 
dimensional V(y)-module. Then the support subvariety 191 M equals (0) if and 
only if Ig.( M is finite if and only zf M is an injective V(/(g)-module. 
Proof. Because ) 81 M is conical 181 M is finite if and only if it equals {O}. 
Moreover, (p(,,,, = (0) if and only if the radical of the annihilator of 
H*(I/(p), MOL) in ff”‘(V(g), k) is the augmentation ideal of positive 
degree elements in H*( V( p), k) for all irreducible V( g)-modules L if and 
only if H*( V(y), M @ L) is finite dimensional over k for all irreducible 
V( g)-modules L. Clearly, if M # 0 is injective, then If/,,,, = (0 ). Conversely, 
if lplM= { 0}, H”( V( g), MO N# ) N Ext”ycp,(N, M) vanishes for all V(g)- 
modules N and all n sufficiently large to guarantee each of the finitely many 
ff”(V/(y), MOL) vanish. Therefore, M has a finite injective resolution. 
Since an injective V( y)-module is also projective, it follows that M is injec- 
tive. 1 
We end this section with a simple, but important, example. 
(1.6) EXAMPLE. Suppose 9 is the cyclic restricted Lie algebra (X) 
generated by a single element X with F’“-’ #O, F’” =0 for some n > 0. 
Then I9.I is the affme line A’. Namely, V( ( 8)) N k[X]/(J?‘“) is isomorphic 
to the group algebra of the cyclic group Z/p”. As is well known, when p is 
odd, H*(Z/p”, k) is isomorphic to k[X, Y]/( Y2) with deg( Y) = 1 and 
deg(X) = 2, while H(Z/2”, k) is isomorphic to k[X] with deg(X) = 1. More 
generally, if 9 is a direct sum of such cyclic restricted Lie algebras, then 
H*( V( g), k) is the tensor product of such cohomology rings so that 
I91 ‘v A”. 
(1.7) CONVENTION. It is necessary to work with the “twisted” ring 
H’“(V(g), k)‘-” in order that certain maps (e.g., @* in (2.1) below) be 
linear over k. For notational convenience, we will often omit the superscript 
“( - 1 ),, in what follows. 
2. COHOMOLOCY AND VARIETIES 
We investigate the support subvariety 181 M c 181 associated to a restric- 
ted module M of a restricted Lie algebra 9 by introducing a natural finite 
map @: 181 -+ 8. Some elementary properties of this map @ are presented in 
Proposition 2.4; in Section 3, we prove further results concerning @ for p- 
unipotent Lie algebras. Our major result, Theorem 2.7, characterizes the 
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image of @: /flM+g for 9 p-unipotent, thereby providing a ge~era~i~at~~~ 
of “Carlson’s conjecture” for elementary abelian p-groups [3, I.1 ]. In par- 
ticular, we describe in Corollary 2.8 which restricted Lie subalgebras A with 
trivial p-restriction of the p-unipotent Lie algebra 9 are such that a given 
V(/(g)-module A4 is injective when restricted to V(n). 
(2.1) DEFINITION. Let 9 be a restricted Lie algebra. The natural map 
Q2: $P -+ fP( Y(g), k)‘- ‘) is defined by sending the linear function 
cp: 9 -+ k to the extension 0 -+ k + E, -+ 9 + 0 of restricted Lie algebras 
with B, CT 9 x k- as abstract Lie algebras and with restricted structure given 
by (X i )[“I = (PI 
to 9) map @: / 91 ---f i
(Pi) (cf. [24; 14, 3.11]). The natural (with respect 
is defined to be the map of varieties associated to the 
multiplicative extension @* of @‘, @*: S*(g” ) + -.( Y(y), k)( I’, to a 
homomorphism of commutative k-algebras. For p odd, ib” occurs as the 
edge homomorphism of the spectral sequence (1.3)(a). 
The following easy proposition togeiher with Proposition 2.4 constitute 
much of our meager knowledge concerning the image of @ for general 
restricted Lie algebras 8. 
(2.2) ~RoPosrTnoN. Let g be a restricted Lie aigebra and XEJJ. Jf 
Xrpl = 0, then XE @( 181). In particular, fgcpl = 0, then CD: 1~1 + 9 is surjec- 
tive. 
ProoJ: Let A = (X), the l-dimensional restricted Lie subalgebra of 9 
generated by A’. In view of the computation of 141 given in Example 1.6, we 
observe that @: III -+ & is an isomorphism. Thus, the corollary follows 
immediately from the naturality of @. 
EXAMPLE. In [15] and [2], the cohomology ring 
termined for 9 = Lie(G), for G a simple algebraic group 
Coxeter number h(G) less than p. This condition that h(G) <p implies that 
every nilpotent element XE 9 satisfies the condition that XIP1 = 0, so that 
Proposition 2.2 implies that @( 181) c 9 contains JV, the subvariety of 9 
consisting of nilpotent elements. The actual (difficult) computation of 
H*( P’(g), k) imphes that the image of @ is equal to N and that 
@: 181 -+ N is an isomorphism. 
e summarize some elementary properties of in the folI~wing 
proposition. Less elementary properties of @ are given in Theorem 3.3 for 
~~~n~pote~t Lie algebras. 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. Let g be a restricted Lie algebra, a j%ite dimen- 
sional V(~)-module, and A c 9 a restricted Lie s~balgebra. 
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(a) @: 1 g.( -+ g is a finite morphism. 
(b) @(/BIM)=~ is a conical closed subvariety. 
(c) The restriction map j&J -+ 181 restricts to (Al, -+ (91 M, where A4 is 
viewed as a V(A)-module by restriction. 
Proof. The assertion that @ is a finite morphism is equivalent to the 
assertion that H*( V( g), k)‘-” is a finite S*( p# )-module. This is a con- 
sequence of the spectral sequences of Proposition 1.3 because E:‘*(k) is a 
finite S*(g#)(‘)-module. The finiteness of CD enables us to identify @(IylM) 
with the support of the graded S*( g#)-module H*( V( y), MO M# )(-‘I so 
that @(I ~1~) is a conical closed subvariety of 8. Because V(g) is a free 
I/(&)-module, H*( V(R), MO L) is naturally isomorphic to H*( V( p), 
Hom.(#‘(g), MOW as H*( V(f), k)-modules. In the other hand, 
because M is a V(g)-module, for any V(4)-module L we observe that 
Hom,,(,,(V(f),M@L)2:MOHom v(l)( V( y), L) admits a V( y)-filtration 
by modules A4 @ L’ with L’ an irreducible V( y)-module. This immediately 
implies (c). 1 
We proceed to prove two lemmas which we require for the proof of 
Theorem 2.7. For the rest of this section, we follow Convention 1.7. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let 8: be a restricted Lie algebra, g’ c g a restricted Lie 
ideal, and M a restricted g-module. Then there exists a Lyndon- 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
W*(W=H*(VC#)> H*(V(y’), W)*ff*(V(g), W. 
Moreover, the action of V( y/p’) on im(S*( g’#) --f H*( V( g’), k)} is trivial, 
providing a natural algebra map S*( f/p”) Q S*( p’#) -+ ‘E,*,*(k) with 
image consisting of permanent cycles. Consequently, for each r, 
2 < r < co, ‘E:,*(M) admits the natural structure of a differential graded 
S* ( p/p’ # ) @ S* ( 8’ # )-module. 
Proof. We may obtain the asserted spectral sequence as the 
spectral sequence of the composite functor Hom.(8)(k, -) = 
Horn Y(glgr)(k - ) 0 Horn y(80 (k, -) (see, e.g., [17, VIII.9.31). The naturality 
of the map @*: S*( g#) + H*( V( f), k) and the surjectivity of 
S*(g#)+S*(p’#) imply that im{S*(~‘#)-+H*(V(~‘),k)} is contained 
in im{ H*( V( g), k) -+ H*( V( g’), k)) and therefore has trivial 
V(g/g’) action. The derivation property of the differentials in the spectral 
sequence {‘-C3*(k)) enables us to conclude that the compo- 
sition S*(8/8’#)QS*(g’#)‘H*(V(gl~‘),k)QS*(g’#)’H*(v(/(8/8’), 
H*V’(p’#), k)) h as image consisting of permanent cycles. The module 
structure of (‘E,*,*(M)) over {‘E, *3*(k)} provides an action of the per- 
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manent cycles in ‘E;,*(k) on ‘E,***(M) for any r, 2,<r< CC, Y 
providing the asserted action of S*(g/g’#)@ S*(y’#) on ‘I?:,*( 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let 9 be a restricted Lie algebra, 8’ c 9 be a restricted Lie 
ideal, and M a V( g)-module as in (2.5). Assume that for some suhpace 
(V(g’), M) is a finite S*(p’/V’#)-module. Then ‘EP.*( 
g’#) @ S*( g’/V#)-module for 2 < r d a, with strwzture 
restricting the S*( p/p’#) @ S*( p’” ) structure of (25). ~~rthe~r~~~e~ 
(V(p)% M) is afinite S*(g/V#)-module. 
ecause S*( f/g’ # ) 0 S*( 8’1 V’ ) is ~oe~her~a~~ to 
it suffices to consider the case Y = 2. We assume p > 
to the reader the minor changes required in the case p = 2. We e 
the spectral sequence of Proposition 1.3 ( 
restricted Lie algebra 919’ and the restricte 
We observe that the composition S*(g/f’#) @ S*(y’#) + ~5’*(g/~‘#) @ 
N*( V(g’), k) + “E F.*(k) has image which consists of permanent cycles in 
[“E,?.*(k)) in view of the triviality of the actior? of y/g’ on im{S*(g’“) + 
N*( V(JJ’), k)j. Therefore, the module structure of (“EP,*( 
(“E:.“(k)) provides an action of S*(f/g’ *(p) on “EjF”(M) 
compatible with that considered in Lemma 2.5 Q (&‘#) 0 s*($P) on 
H*( V(p/p’), H*( V(g’), k)). Because “ET,*( ite over S*(g/p’# ) @ 
S(f’/V”), we conclude that M*(V(g/f 
[12, 2.11. This implies that each ‘E:,*(M), 2 <r 6 x, is finite over 
S*(g/g’#)OS(g’/V#). Because the associated graded algebra of 
im(S*(g/Y#) + H*( V(p), k)) equals irn(S*(~~/~‘” 
‘EEJ, *(k) ), we conclude using [l2, 2.1 
finite S*( p/V# )-module as required. 
In order to apply Lemma 2.6 using induction, we need the existence of a 
proper, restricted Lie ideal p’ c 9 containing a given cyclic subalge 
of 8. We recall that a Lie algebra is called ~-~~~~~~e~~ if 9 is restr 
if every element XE 9 is annihilated by some iterate of the restriction map. 
oosing a faithful finite dimensional representation V of go (e. 
with 9 acting by left translation), we may view g as a restric 
algebra of some &,. Since each XE 9 c 98, has some high pth 
otent, Engel’s Theorem [19] implies that any p-unipotent Lie 
algebra is a nilpotent Lie algebra. Hence, when 9 is ~-~n~~ote~~, the 
trivial module is the only irreducible V(~)-module, so that 1 9./M = 
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SUPP H*(Vg,) W. B ecause 9 is nilpotent, any proper, restricted cyclic Lie 
subalgebra (X) c 9 is contained in a proper restricted Lie ideal 9’ c 8. 
A very special case of a p-unipotent Lie algebra 9 is the case in which 9 
is abelian with trivial restriction, In this case, V(f) is isomorphic as an 
algebra to the group algebra k[E] of an elementary abelian p-group E of 
rank equal to dim(g). Consequently, in view of the fact that @ is an 
isomorphism for such restricted Lie algebras by Example 1.6, the following 
theorem includes as a special case “Carlson’s Conjecture” proved by 
Avrunin and Scott [3, 1.11. 
(2.7) THEOREM. Let 9 be a p-unipotent Lie algebra, A4 a finite dimen- 
sional V( p)-module, X E 8, and (X) the restricted subalgebra of 9 generated 
by X. Then MICx> is injective as a V( (X))-module if and only if 
‘Xpd E @( 181 M), where pd is the largest pth power with XPd # 0. 
Proof Comparing Z/pd+ l-modules with their restrictions to 
Z/P = zlpd+ I, we conclude that ML,,, is injective as a V( (X))-module if 
and only if its restriction to V( ( Xp )) is injective. (This fact is also a con- 
sequence of the “Carlson Conjecture” for the finite group Z/pdf ‘.) Thus, it 
suffices to assume that X* = 0. If X $ @( IglM), then (2.4)(c) implies that 
I(x>lM=@(l(X)IM)= w  inside @( 1 (X)1) 2: (X). Thus, M,(,> is 
V( (X))-injective by Proposition 1.5. 
Conversely, we assume that MI<,> is V( (X))-injective and proceed to 
X $ @( 181 M). We first prove by induction on the dimension of 9 prove that 
ff”( V(8)? Ml . is a finite S*( f/( X) # )-module. Namely, we may clearly 
assume that (X) # 8, so that there exists a proper restricted Lie ideal 
9’cg containing X. Using our inductive hypothesis applied to g’, we may 
apply Lemma 2.6 (with V= (X)) to conclude the finiteness of 
H*( V( f), M) as a S*( p/( X) #)-module. This enables us to conclude that 
~-ff*(v~/‘o~ Ml 0 s*(,“)l(,/(x>)“s*(g#) 
s*v 1 
-ff*(V(g), w  0 k 
s*(YI<~>#) 
is finite dimensional over k. Because the support of N as an S*(p#)- 
module is @( 1~1~) n (X) and because Supp(N) must be both finite (since 
N is finite dimensional) and conical (since N is graded), we conclude that 
@(181M)n (X>= (0) so that X$ @( 181 M) as required. l 
The following corollary of Theorem 2.7 is strengthened in Theorem 3.3. 
(2.8) COROLLARY. Let 9 be a p-unipotent Lie algebra, A c 9 a restricted 
Lie subalgebra with trivial restriction, and A4 a finite dimensional V(f)- 
module. Then MI A is V(R)-injective if and only if @( 181 M) n 4 = (0). 
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Praqf Let 0 # XE @( 181 M) n R. Theorem 2.7 implies that A&,,,, is not 
V( (X) )-injective, and thus M,, is not V(&injective. Conversely, if 
~D(l9.l~) n A = (O}, then @(/AIM) = (0) by the naturality of @ so that l.z$JM 
hus M,, is V(R)-injective by Proposition 1.5. 
3. GEOMETRY OF RESTRICTED p- 
In this section, we continue our study of the cohomology variety / 91 of a 
restricted Lie algebra 9 and of the support subvariety /glM c 1 f/ of a 
restricted p-module M. Once again, our aim is to provide the analogues of 
existing theorems for the cohomology of finite groups. In particular, we 
show that the dimension of / 91 M is equal to the “complexity” of A4 which 
measures the rate of growth of a minimal projective resolution of M. 
Theorem 3.3 presents some basic properties of the functor sending 
1~1~. In Proposition 3.5, we provide a sufficient condition on t 
unipotent Lie algebra f for the map @: / 8) -+ 9 to be an isomorphism. 
conclude this section with an interesting description of the cohomology 
variety of a simple restricted Lie algebra. 
The owing definition of the complexity cx, of a restricted f- 
module is the exact analogue of the complexity module for a finite 
group 7c (see, e.g., [4, 2.24.11). We remind the reader that the growth y(X) 
of a graded vector space A’= {A’,,} is the smallest nonnegative integer c 
such that there exists a constant p with dim,(X,) <pin’ ~ ’ for all II 3 1. If 
no such c exists, then we set y(X) = a. For example, the growth of the 
polynomial algebra k[X,,..., X,] with each Xi given some homogeneous 
degree is equal to d. Hence, a finitely generated k-algebra of Krull dimen- 
sion d likewise has growth equal to d (with respect to a suitable grading), 
because such a ring is a finite, faithful algebra over k[X,,..., Xd]. 
(3.11 INITION. Let g be a restricted Lie algebra and M a finite 
dimensi V(g)-module. The complexity of cx,( ) of M is the rate of 
growth of a minimal V(g)-projective resolution of 
A minimal projective resolution .. + P,z 4 .. . + P, 4 M of 
obtained as follows. Set Po=P(M), the projective cover of , and define 
the syzygy module Q(M) as the kernel of the given map B(M) ---f M. In 
lively, set P, equal to P(Q”(M)) and R”(M) equal to Q(P-i(M)). 
rate of growth of the complex {P, > is equal to the rate of growth of 
(Q”(M)} because dim P, = dim Q*+‘(M) + dim P(M). 
The proof of the following proposition is merely a 
[I, 5.41. e include the proof to reassure the reader of the similarities 
between the contexts of the cohomology of finite groups and of restricted 
Lie algebras. 
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(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let 9 be a restricted Lie algebra and M a finite 
dimensional V( g)-module. Then 
cx,(M#)=dim(lgl,)=dim(~(lpl,)), 
where dim( 181 M)) (resp., dim(@( (81 M))) denotes the dimension of the 
algebraic variety ( y( M (resp. @( 181 M)). 
ProoJ Let Sr ,..., S, be a set of representatives of the isomorphism 
classes of simple V(g)-modules, and let ..* -+ P, + .. . --f PO + M# + 0 be 
a minimal projective resolution of M#. Then each P, is isomorphic to a 
direct sum of the form 0 t,,P(SJ, where P(S,) + Si is a projective cover 
of Sj and ti,n = dim, Horn vC,j(P,, SJ. Because Hom.(,,(P,, Si) N 
Ext&,(M#, Si) by the minimality of the resolution and the irreducibility of 
Sj, we conclude that dim,(P,) = C dim,(P(S,)) dim,(Ext”,(8,(M#, S,)). 
This immediately implies that cx,(M#) = y( (Pn}) equals the maximum 
over i of yi E y( { Ext’&y) (M#, Si) = WV(g), mwi)}). 
On the other hand, I9.I M c I$ equals the union of the supports of the 
Qi= H,*,( V(g), MO Si) as discussed in Section 1, so that dim(( ~1~) = 
max{dim(Supp(Qj))}. By definition, dim(Supp(Qi)) equals the Krull 
dimension of W’( V(g), k)/Ann( Q,), w  h ere Ann(Q,) denotes the annihilator 
ideal of Qi. Because H*( V(g), MOSi) is a finite (see (1.3)), faithful 
module over F”( V(p), k)/Ann(Q,), we conclude that Krull 
dim(W”(V/(y), k)/Ann(Qi)) = ri n N W( V(f), k)/Ann( Q,)} equals yi. 
This completes the proof that cxy(A4#) = dim( 181 M). 
The fact that @: /g/ --f g is a finite map (cf. (2.4)) implies that the restric- 
tion of @ to / p( M is also finite. Thus, 181 M has dimension equal to that of 
its image under @, namely @(I f.( ,+,). 1 
A result of Carlson [7,2.3] asserts that the support subvariety of a ten- 
sor product of modules for an elementary abelian p-group is the intersec- 
tion of the support subvarieties of the individual modules. This theorem 
was generalized by Avrunin and Scott [3, 3.51 to apply to any finite group. 
Part (c) of the following theorem generalizes Carlson’s “tensor product 
theorem” in a different direction, in view of the fact that the cohomology 
theory of an elementary abelian p-group is equivalent to the cohomology 
theory of the associated abelian Lie algebra with trivial restriction. 
(3.3) THEOREM. Let 9 be a p-unipotent Lie algebra, let A c 9 be a Lie 
subalgebra with trivial p-restriction, and let M and N be finite dimensional, 
V( g)-modules. Then the map @:I 91 + 9 satisfies the following properties. 
(4 @Zi(14M)=@(I~IM)~~ 
(b) @(IpI MON)=@(lglM)u@(IBIN) 
(cl @(IpI MON) = @( 1~1~) n @( 181 N), if 9 has trivial p-restriction. 
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Proox By Proposition 2.1, @(/Al M) c @( / 91 M) A 4. 
if XE .4 lies in @( 181 M), then Theorem 2.7 implies that 
tive which implies (by Theorem 2.7 applied to 4) that 
is immediate from the observations that 
H*( V( y), AI) 0 H*( V( y), N) and that the support in 
the union of supports of the summands. The oof of part (c) follows from 
part (a) as in [3, 3.51. Namely, we consider 4:$Z4 
9 x 9 as a Lie subalgebra of p x 9 and observe that ON)% 
)@H*(g,N) SQ that Igxg.JMoN~ lgIMx i,lzi; 
4dnlgxglMON= lglMn IfIN equals IPI~~,~ by part W 
Theorem 3.3 inspired the following proof of the special case o 
Theorem” of [lo], special in that we consider only the first i 
kernel 6, and we require that p > h(G), the Goxeter umber of 6. The 
proposition is stated in terms of the infinitesimal scheme 6, rather 
than the restricted Lie algebra V(g) (cilosely relat iscussed in (1.2)) 
in order to easily incorporate the hypothesis of a compatible tor 
e remind the reader that the group scheme R?, is defined as 
back via the Frobenius cp: G + G of the inclusion of a maxi 
T--+ 6. The hypothesis that a G,-module (equiva~e~t~~, a V( 
structure on A4 extends to a rational ‘P%,-module structure is 
condition of a compatible torus action and is, of course, much weaker 
than the hypothesis that the G,-module structure exten 
structure. 
ROPOSITION. Let G be a simple algebraic group over k with 
Goxeter number h(G) satisfying h(G) <p and let M be a finite dirne~sio~~~ 
rational TG,-module. Then M is an injective TG,-module if and only if it is 
injective as U, and U;-modules, where U denotes the M~ipotent radical oj 
rel subgroup B 113 T and U- the unipotent radical of the opposite 
3 T. Thus, M is injective if and only if MI Cu,), is injective for each 
root subgroup U, of T in G. 
y a result of Jantzen [20] (see [IO, 1.5.1 
our purposes), any rational E,-module whose restriction 
to U1 is injective admits a G,-stable filtration by modules A, obtained by 
ducing to GI the 1 dimensional B;-modules determ 
cause A, 0 S is isomorphic as a G,-module to the mo 
G, from the B,-module /2@ S (cf. [9, 1.2.41) for any 6, 
elude that MOS admits a G,-stable filtration by A,%. 
action of H*(G,, k) on H*(G,, A,) factors through the natural restriction 
map M*(G,, k) -+ H*(B;, k) N S*(U- #), where 6 denotes the Lie 
algebra of U; . In particular, @( 181 M) c M - if M, U, is injective. Similarly, if 
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M,.; is injective, @( 191 M) c U. Consequently, if the restrictions of M to 
both U, and UC are injective, Proposition 1.5 and the fact that 
a n a- = (0) imply that M is injective as a G,-module and therefore as a 
TG,-module. Finally, since any nonzero, closed, T-stable subvariety of tl 
(or a-) contains a root vector X, # 0, the last assertion follows from 
(2.7). i 
The following proposition giving sufficient conditions for @: 181 -+ 9 to 
be an isomorphism is of particular interest in view of the fact that 
Theorems 2.7 and 3.3 are formulated in terms of the images of @. 
(3.5) PROPOSITION. Let G be a simple algebraic group over k with a 
maximal torus T split over F,. Assume that p satisfies the conditions 
p > n + 1 (resp. 212, 2n + 1, 2n- 1, 17, 28, 59, 7, 17) for G of type A, (resp. 
B n, C,, D,, E,, E,, E,, Gz, F4). Let UC G be a T-stable, unipotent 
subgroup with restricted Lie algebra U. Then @: 1~1 -+ u is an isomorphism 
of varieties. Moreover, H*( V(a), k) is additively isomorphic to 
S*(,#)(l)@ H*(a, k) whenever p > n + 1 (resp. 2n, 2n, 2n - 2, 12, 18, 30, 6, 
12), the Coxeter number h(G) of G. 
Prooj Clearly, U is a subgroup of the unipotent radical of some Bore1 
subgroup B with maximal torus T. By [2,2.1], the hypothesis that 
p > h(G) implies that no two distinct T-weights of the exterior algebra 
/i*~# are congruent modulo p. The spectral sequence (1.3)(a) for 
H*( V(a), k) is a spectral sequence of T-modules, in which the T-action on 
S*(,#)(‘) is determined by the T-action on S*(p#)(‘) in the corresponding 
spectral sequence for H*( V(f#), k) (identified in [14, 5.11) in view of the 
surjectivity of the restriction map S*(f#)(l) + S*(,#)(l). Thus, the T- 
weights in Y&#)(l), n > 0, are nonzero elements of pQ, Q the root lattice. 
We conclude that the spectral sequence (1.3)(a) for H*( V(U), k) satisfies 
d, = 0 for r > 1, so that H*( V(a), k) is additively isomorphic to 
S*(U#)(~)@ H*(u, k) whenever h(G) <p. 
A T-module splitting of the restriction map H*( V(U), k) + H*(u, k) 
need not be an algebra homomorphism, because elements X, y E H*(a, k) 
with xy = 0 might lift to x’-, y”~ H*( V(U), k) with x-y- # 0. On the other 
hand, to prove that @: jul -+ G is an isomorphism, it suffices to prove that 
any cohomology class in H*( V(a), k) re p resented at the E,-level in the 
spectral sequence by an element in E:,,, with n > 0 is necessarily nilpotent, 
so that S*(ti#) + H*( V(U), k)/rad H*( V(U), k) is an isomorphism. To 
prove this, we verify for any nontrivial sum y of distinct positive roots that 
there exists some positive integer t such that tp is not congruent mod pn to 
another sum of distinct positive roots. This will imply that the tth power of 
a class in S2m(ti#)“‘@ H”(u, k) with n > 0 of weight pA - p is necessarily 0. 
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In view of the fact that h(G) is less than p, p does not 
the weight lattice A modulo the root lattice Q, so that it s 
that tp is not congruent modpQ to another sum of distinc 
For any nontrivial sum of distinct positive roots p w  
C C,CI, of simple roots xi, the smallest noneero c, satisfies cl <y! + 1 
(resp. 24 2n+ 1, 2n- 1: 17, 28, 59, 7, 17) for G of 
B,, C,,, D,, E,, E,, E,, G,, F4). These assertions are verihe 
of the tables [S, pp. 250-2751, where it is enough to cons 
case p = 2p, the sum of all the positive roots. Thus, if I 
tc, E YE + 1 (resp. 2n, 2n + 1, 2n - 1, 17, 28, 59, 7, 17) m 
that tp is not congruent mod pQ to a sum of distinct positive roots. 
e conclude this section by a further analysis (see Example 2.3) of the 
case in which 9 is the restricted Lie algebra of a simple algebraic group G 
with Goxeter number h(G) <p. The reader is referred to 
cussion of the variety A” of nilpotent elements of 9, vie 
via the exponential map) as the variety of unipotent elements in 6. In 
particular, i I admits a desingularization 
where B c G is a Bore1 subgroup, U the unipotent radical of B, and 
64 = Eie( U). 
In the following theorem, n: . I .- +. 1 and r: i ‘- -+ G;‘B denote the 
canonical projections, and (r denotes Lie(B). 
(3.6) THEOREM. Let G be a simple algebraic group split ouer 
Coxeter number h(G)<p. For any ~EG/B, the restriction z-‘(g) --+A’” qf 
71: ,Y” -+ N to a fiber of z: N" -+ G/B can be ia'eritlxied with the natura! 
map lR$j + 181 of cohomology varieties. 
Proq$ The composition 5 ~ ‘( 2) = go -3 JV is the natural inclusion of 
affine varieties, with associated map of rings of regular algebraic functions 
given by resricting a function on JV to go. The ring of regular algebraic 
functions on N is precisely H*( V( y), k), a quotient of S*(p#) by the i 
generated by nonconstant G-invariant functions (cf. 115, 21). The rin 
regular algebraic functions on g44 is S*( ga# ), which by [2] can be i 
tified with H*(V( V), k). The restriction of a function on JV to Dp~ is 
therefore induced by the map S*(g#) -+ S*(g,#) induced by 
go z Lie(gU) -+ 9 z Lie(G). By the naturality of the ap S*(g#)+ 
*(V(g)4 k) in (2.1), S*(#) #) also induces the restriction map 
*(V(g), k) -+ H*( Vgb), k). 
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4. CONNECTEDNESS AND REALIZABILITY OF SUPPORTS 
In this section, we translate into the context of p-unipotent Lie algebras 
with trivial restriction some recent results of Carlson (cf. [4, 71) for finite 
groups. The first part of Theorem 4.3 establishes that the projective variety 
associated to @( 191 M) is connected when A4 is indecomposable, while the 
second part states that any conical subvariety V of 9 = @( 181) has the form 
@( j 9.j h,) for some finite dimensional, restricted g-module M. Our proofs 
are mere modifications of those of Carlson [7]. 
We begin with the following lemma introducing exactly as in the case of 
finite groups certain modules L, associated to cohomology classes 
[ E H*( V( p), k). The reader should recall from Section 3 the construction 
of Q”(k), the nth syzygy module for the trivial module k, and the fact that 
WV(~), k) = Hom.~,,WV), k). 
(4.1) LEMMA. Let g be a restricted Lie algebra and let i E H2”( V( p), k) 
be a nonzero, even dimensional cohomology class represented by a map 
<: Q2”(k) + k whose kernel is the V( g)-submodule L, c Q2”(k). Let x = (X) 
be a cyclic restricted Lie subalgebra generated by XE 9 with Xcp7 = 0. Then 
the restriction of [ to H2n( V(x), k) ts nonzero if and only if the restriction of 
L, to x is injective. 
ProoJ The restriction of Q2”(k) to x decomposes as Q,@ P, where Q, 
denotes the 2nth syzygy module for k as a V(x)-module and where P is a 
projective V(X)-module. Because V(x) is isomorphic to k[Z/p], the group 
ring of the cyclic group Z/p, Q2, is the l-dimensional trivial module. (Recall 
that P2n--1 -+ P2n-2 can be taken to be the map 1 - t between free, rank 1, 
k[Z/p]-modules, where t E Z/p c k[Z/p] is a generator.) Let i,, denote the 
restriction of [ to H2n( V(x), k). Clearly, [,, = 0 if and only if Sz, c L,. If 
Q, c L,, then L,= OX@ (L,n P), so that L, is not projective (or, 
equivalently, injective). On the other hand, if R, is not contained in L,, 
then L, n Q, = (0) so that the composition L, -+ Q2”(k) = 52, @P--f P is 
an isomorphism. 1 
The crucial property of the L,‘s is now established in the following. 
(4.2) LEMMA. Let g be a p-unipotent Lie algebra with trivial restriction 
and let [ E H2”( V( 8 ), k) be the image of a homogeneous element FE S* (g ’ ) 
under the natural map @*I S* (g#) + H*( V( p), k). Then the zero locus 
Z(F) = B of F equals @(I PI Ly). 
Proof BY (3.3)(a), ~(181M)=UXtB~6(l<X)I~)=U~Eg I(JOIMl. The 
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conical subvariety Z(F) is clearly the union of its intersections with lines 
through the origin, 
Thus, it suffices to prove for each XE 9 that / (X)1 M = .Z(F,(,>), where 
M = Li. By Proposition 1.5, 1 (X)1 M = (0) if and only if M restricted to 
(X) is injective. On the other hand, by Lemma 4.1, M restricted to (X) is 
injective if and only if 5 restricts to a nonzero element in ‘“uwm k), 
ecause S*( (X) ” ) + F”( V( (X), k) is an isomorphism, { restricts to a 
nontrivial element if and only if the restriction F,(,) E S*(( 
nontrivial. Finally, F, <x> # 0 if and only if Z(F,,,,) = {O). 
ecause M*( V(f), M) is a homogeneous module for 
(191 M) is a conical subvariety of 8. We let Proj(@( I9.j M)) denote the 
corresponding projective variety, a subvariety of the projective s 
Pdimy - ’ of fines in 9 through the origin. 
(4.3) THEOREM. Let 9 be a p-unipotent Lie algebra with trivial restric- 
tion. 
(a) If M is a finite dimensional, indecompos~bie restricted p-module, 
the projective variety Proj(@( / 81 M)) is connected. 
(b) Any conical subvariety V qf’ Q = @(I; 8) ) is the image of a support 
subvariety / 91 M for some finite dimensional, restricted p-module M. 
Proof Since any conical subvariety VE p is the intersection of hyper- 
surfaces Z(F) for homogeneous FeS*(p#), (b) is immediate from (4.2) 
and (3.2~). The proof of (a) is more involved, but is merely a translation of 
the proof of Theorem 1 of [7] into our present context using (4.2) and 
(3.3). We leave the details to the interested reader. 
We conclude this section with the following corollary (of t 
Theorem 4.3(b)) establishing necessary and sufficient condition, 
roposition 3.5 for a subvariety to be a support subvariety of a 
TU,-module. We recall that TU, , a subgroup scheme of TG, considered in 
(3.4), is a semi-direct product of a normal subgroup scheme hi, and the 
algebraic group T. 
(4.4) COROLLARY. Let 6 be a simple algebraic group over k ~at~~fy~~g 
the hypotheses that p > n + 1 (resp. 2n, 2n + 1, 2n - 1, 17, 28, 59, 7, 17) for 
G of We A, (rev. B,, C,, D,, E,, E,, E,, G,, J;d. Let UC be a 
T-stable unipotent subgroup with restricted Lie algebra a. Then a subvariety 
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V c a is a support subvariety of some rational TU,-module M if and only if 
it is a closed, conical, T-stable subvariety. 
Proof We implicitly employ Proposition 3.5 asserting that @: Ial --f ~1 
is an isomorphism. If M is a rational TU,-module, then T acts on 
H*( V(a), M) respecting the ZZ”‘( V(U), k)-module structure. Consequently, 
/uI M c Q must be T-stable. 
Conversely, let I, denote the homogeneous T-stable ideal of a conical, 
T-stable subvariety V c ~1. Let g E I, be a homogeneous element and write 
g=g,+ . ’ . + g, with each gj satisfying t. gj = S(t) . gj with Izi # 1, for i #j. 
Because { J+i ,..., 2,. } are distinct characters on T, they are necessarily 
linearly independent in the character group ,4 of T. Hence, we may find 
elements t 1 ,..., t,. in T such that the matrix (jUi(t,)) is invertible. Solving the 
linear equations tj. g = C 1+( tj). gi, we verify that each gi E I,. 
In other words, I, is generated by homogeneous elements g E S*(a#) 
which satisfy the property that t. g = n(t) ‘g for some character 1 E T “. Let 
c E H*“( V(U), k) denote the image of such a g E S*(a # ). Because t. 5 
corresponds to [ 0 t: O”(k) + Q”(k) -+ k, M = L, is a TU,-module. Hence, 
as seen above, /a / M = Z(g) is T-stable. The proof is completed by applying 
(3.3)(c) and the observation that the tensor product of TU,-modules is 
again a TU,-module. m 
5. FURTHER PROBLEMS 
In this section, we discuss some further topics which seem worthy of 
future study. The first two problems are concerned with p-unipotent Lie 
algebras and point out our incomplete knowledge (especially for small 
primes) even for such relatively tractible restricted Lie algebras. 
(5.1) Find examples of p-unipotent Lie algebras 9 in which @: (81 -+ 9 is 
not an isomorphism (or even a homeomorphism) onto its image. 
Of course, @ need not be an homeomorphism of 191 onto 9 as seen in 
very simple examples (e.g., Example 1.6 for n > 1). A more interesting 
example in which I p/ is not homeomorphic to 9 is the case in which 9 is 
the Lie algebra of the upper unipotent group inside SL,, 1 and p = n 
[2, 6.91. In terms of the spectral sequence of (1.3)(a), @ is not an 
isomorphism if there exists some nonnilpotent class in F”( V(p), k) 
represented by a class in E:m,n with n > 0. On the other hand, Q, is not a 
homeomorphism if there exists some class in ZF’( V(f), k) represented by a 
class in Epzn each of whose powers is also represented by (nonzero) class 
in some Eim’*“’ with n’ > 0. 
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(5.2) Determine /gI, or at least @(jgl), for more general ~~-~~ip~te~i 9 
than those considered in Section 3. 
In our discussions, we have provided computations only in the case in 
which the restriction map ( )cP1: g + 9 is trivial. The example of [2, 6.91 
referred to in (5.1) should be generalized to include all “small” 
(i.e., any p 6 n). 
For those readers familiar with infinitesimal group schemes, 
problem is a natural extension of problems we have considered in 
sections (see Example 1.2). 
next 
vious 
(5.3) To what extent do the results of the preceding sections generalize to 
~~~~i~ites~rna~ tmipotent group schemes of height greater than I? 
Xt would be very interesting to understand the case of e/i,., where hi is 
unipotent radical of a parabolic subgroup of a simple algebraic group 
U, is the r-th Frobenius kernel of U. We refer the reader to [2, f.8j for the 
generalization of the spectral sequences of (1.3) to ~~finites~rna~ group 
schemes G of height greater than 1; this reference treats only the case of 
trivial coefficients, but the reader can readily construct such a spectral 
sequence with any rational G-module as coefficients. As shown in [ 
H*(U, k) is a Noetherian k-algebra for any infinitesimal unipotent gr 
scheme U over k, and H*( U, M) is a finite H*(U, k)-module whenever 
is a finite dimensional rational U-module. Thus; we can sensibly consider 
the cohomology variety IU( of the commutative k-algebra H’“(L7, k:) 
whenever U is an infinitesimal unipotent group scheme, as well as the sub- 
variety 1 Ui M for any finite dimensional rational U-module 
sistency check” is that such a generalization suggests (as in Proposition 3.4) 
the “Main Theorem” of [lOI for infinitesimal group schemes of height 
greater than 1. 
(5.4) For not necessarily unipotent icfinitesimal groups, we do not euep^I 
know the,finite generation of the cohomology ring with trivial coefficients. 
For example, let G be a simple algebraic group defined and split over 
Is H”(G,, k) Noetherian, where G, c G is the uth infinitesimal kernel? 
I d 2, this is answered affirmatively in [ 16, 1.11] subject to a restriction on 
the prime p. 
Surprisingly httle is known about ordinary tie algebra co 
the cohomology H*(g, M) of the universal envelopmg alg 
coefftcients in the p-module M). In [l6, 2.51, we obtained some infer- 
mation about such cohomology in the special case in which 9 is the Lie 
algebra of the unipotent radical of a parabolic subgroup of a simple 
algebraic group by using the “linkage principle” for V(g)-modules. Also 
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[ 151 contains a calculation of H*( 8, k) for 9 = Lie(G), G a simple 
algebraic group whose Coxeter number is sufficiently small relative to p. 
(5.5) Can results about the cohomology variety 191 and the support sub- 
varieties 1 plM p rovide further information about ordinary Lie algebra 
cohomology? 
Questions concerning the cohomology of the restricted enveloping 
algebra of a simple Lie algebra seem particularly challenging as suggested 
in the next paragraph. 
(5.6) In view of Theorem 3.6, one is motivated to provide as much infor- 
mation as possible about the support subvariety IfI,,,, c / pi of a restricted 
g-module M whenever 9 = Lie(G), G a simple algebraic group with Coxeter 
number h(G) <p. 
In this case, (g.( is the much studied “null cone” of nilpotent elements of 
9 (e.g., [23]) and it would be most interesting to describe some of the 
geometry of 191 in terms of such support subvarieties. A major step in 
understanding support subvarieties for 9 simple would be a proof of the 
analogue of Theorem 2.7 for such g. In particular, this should imply the 
analogues of Theorems 3.3 and 4.2, 
We conclude with the following problem briefly discussed in the 
introduction. A satisfactory solution to this problem would enable one to 
apply known results for p-unipotent Lie algebras to obtain results about 
more general restricted Lie algebras. In particular, a solution to (5.7) 
should provide a solution to (5.6). 
(5.7) Can a suitable theory of transfer be devised, which would in par- 
ticular facilitate analysis of the cohomology of a simple restricted Lie algebra 
in terms of the cohomology of each of its p-unipotent restricted subalgebras? 
Such a transfer might be multiplicative in nature (cf. [ 131) or it might 
involve the entire family of nilpotent Lie algebras. 
Note added in proof In [25], the authors have extended Theorems 2.1, 3.3, and 4.3 
to arbitrary restricted Lie algebras. This is based on Jantzen’s determination of @(I 91) 
126; Satz 2.141 (cf. (5.2)) on Theorem 2.7 above, and a theorem relating the support varieties 
for y = Lie(G) to those for a Bore1 subalgebra. 
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